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Strengths

Optional web hosting delivery model
Extended set of integration utilities
NEW scheduling utility
Direct QuickBooks integration
Rules based work�ow routing capability
Facilitates drag and drop of �les between CNG-SAFE and Windows Explorer

Potential Limitations

Generic (vs. speci�c) integration with popular tax and audit software other than
QuickBooks

Best Firm Fit: CNG-SAFE has enough �exibility built into it that it can be con�gured
to meet the primary needs of any type of accounting and tax practice. Since it is not
an accounting centric application, there are no direct integrations with traditional
accounting and tax applications used in an accounting �rm “out of the box.”
However, there is integration available for some of the popular accounting
applications such as QuickBooks, MAS200 and Microsoft Dynamics.

Overview

Cabinet NG initially introduced its document management solution in 1999. As it
approaches its 15 year anniversary, it is impressive to see how their total bundle of
paperless solutions has evolved. CNG-SAFE is a horizontal solution that is designed
to meet the needs of many different industries and offers a lot of con�guration
�exibility to support that market strategy.
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Some of the more notable features of CNG-SAFE include:

A user con�gurable home screen dashboard to view recently accessed documents,
favorite documents and �les, work�ows and scheduled “to do” tasks.
Speed Bar feature that provides one button access to email, document routing
screen, �le export utility, printing and document merging.
You can setup pre-de�ned document templates that will pre-populate the majority
of the required metadata values at the time of storing �les into the system.
NEW scheduling feature that allows you to schedule the routing of an item to
another user, setup email reminders, or add it to your Outlook calendar.
Built-in work�ow tool that allows you to route documents either manually or
based on rules, i.e. invoices > $500 go to the Controller for approval. You can route
to a speci�c user or a group.
CNG-Online option lets you procure and run CNG-SAFE in a hosted SaaS model,
eliminating the issues related to managing your infrastructure, backing up your
data and allowing access to your documents anytime, anywhere.
The CNG-Web module provides the ability to manage and access documents �led
in CNG-SAFE through a standard browser, iPad, or Android device.
There is a bundle of integration tools available to further automate your
work�ows including:

CNG-Books a QuickBooks integration tool used to enter data into QBs and �le
the document into CNG-SAFE as a single process
CNG-WebSync is a unique tool that facilitates retrieving �les from CNG-SAFE
from within other web based applications
Retriever is a tool that allows you to retrieve CNG-SAFE �les from within
virtually any Windows application
Synchronizer utility lets you automatically create folders based upon new
entries in another application. For example, if you add a new client to your
practice management system the Synchronizer can trigger the setup of folders
in CNG-SAFE to correspond to the new client.
An API (application program interface) allows you develop custom
integrations with other applications.

CNG Forms module lets you create custom electronic forms to replace your paper
forms to facilitate a complete transition to paperless work�ows. The forms can be
integrated into your CNG-SAFE work�ows
CNG-Outlook is the module that facilitates the integration between Outlook and
CNG-SAFE. The integration features include:
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Automatically route emails to a CNG folder based on customer/client
information or other user-de�ned rules
Store emails and attachments in CNG-SAFE in their native format

The Advanced Capture module is designed for high-volume batch scanning of
documents with document cleanup, OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and
automatic �ling
Direct integration with MS Of�ce applications to store and retrieve �les from CNG-
SAFE
Document / �le version control
Security permissions are applied by assigning a “sensitivity” level to documents
Portal access is available via CNG-WEB or using the included API

Summary & Pricing:

CNG is a comprehensive DMS solution with all of the subsidiary modules that are
available. With the appropriate level of focus, you can signi�cantly automate your
paperless work�ows. The ability to con�gure CNG to run through your browser
and/or deploy it as a hosted solution gives you a full range of deployment options.
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